Homogeneous nucleation process of polyethylene (PE) is studied with full-atom molecular dynamic simulation. To account the complex shape with low symmetry and the peculiar intra-chain conformational order of polymer, we introduce a shape descriptor OCB coupling conformational order and inter-chain rotational symmetry, which is able to differentiate hexagonal and orthorhombic clusters from melt. With the shape descriptor OCB, we find that coupling between conformational and inter-chain rotational orderings results in the formation of hexagonal clusters first, which is dynamic in nature. Whilst nucleation of orthorhombic structure occurs inside of hexagonal clusters later, which proceeds via the coalescence of neighboring hexagonal clusters rather than standard stepwise growth process. This demonstrates that nucleation of PE crystal is a two-step process with the assistance of OCB order, which is different from early models for polymer crystallization but similar with that proposed for spherical 'atoms' like colloid and metal.
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Introduction
Crystal nucleation from supercooled liquid is a fundamental phase transition (1) phenomenon universal to materials as well as biological systems. With density as the single order parameter, classical nucleation theory (CNT) (2) and density functional theories (DFT) (3) provide a framework of one-step liquid-solid transition to depict nucleation successfully on a qualitative level, while it is hard to test their predictions such as on nucleation rate at different conditions quantitatively (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and the molecular details of nucleation still remain elusive. Approaching the molecular mechanism of nucleation, two-step nucleation models, involving in either density (5, 9, 10) or bondorientational order fluctuation (6, (11) (12) (13) prior to crystallization, have been proposed.
Although their molecular pathways are not the same, both scenarios emphasize the importance of precursor on nucleation. The existence of precursor during nucleation has been widely reported by computer simulations and experiments on spherical "atoms" like colloid and metal (6, (14) (15) (16) (17) as well as complex molecules like protein and synthetic polymers (5, (18) (19) (20) (21) , suggesting that two-step nucleation process may indeed be a general mechanism of nucleation. Nevertheless, current discussion on bondorientational order assisted nucleation is mainly restricted in spherical atom systems like colloid and metal with high symmetry, which is rarely mentioned in the nucleation of complex molecular systems like polymer (19, 22, 23) . For particles with arbitrary shapes or polymer with complex structures, a local structure order independent from density order may be defined by a shape descriptor with specific mathematic fingerprint. Two-step or multi-step nucleation scenarios with conformational order or density fluctuation (3, (24) (25) (26) (27) have also been proposed to challenge the standard HoffmanLauritzen (HL) polymer crystallization model (28) . Crystallization of synthetic and natural polymers shares the common nucleation mechanism of small molecules but yet has its own peculiar features, which is related to industrial processing of about 2 billion tons of semicrystalline polymeric materials annually as well as protein diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's. Due to connectivity and flexibility of long chain, polymer crystallization involves not only inter-chain position and other orderings but also intrachain conformational ordering like gauche-trans or coil-helix transitions, which brings in a new ordering dimension as comparing with spherical "atoms" and small molecules.
Unfortunately, although conformational ordering is the most peculiar and critical step in polymer crystallization, how flexible chains transform into conformational ordered rigid segments remains nearly untouched yet. If two-step crystal nucleation is universal for all materials, local structure order or density fluctuation should also occur in polymer crystallization. Considering the peculiar zig-zag or helical conformation in polymer crystal, the shape descriptor defining local structure order should incorporate intra-chain conformational order and rotational symmetries of all neighboring atoms (atoms from the same and different chain segments).
In this work, with full-atom molecular dynamic computer simulation we study crystal nucleation of polyethyle (PE) as the representive of polymers. To define local structure order of PE, we introduce a new shape descriptor or order parameter (named as OCB) coupling conformational order and inter-chain order, while the validity of OCB on extracting ordered structure is verified by structure entropy S2 as thermodynamic indicator. Density order parameter is expressed by Voronoi volume V. With hexagonal and orthorhombic symmetries of PE crystal as shape matching targets, we define their corresponding OCB and named as H-OCB and O-OCB respectively. The simulation details and the definitions of parameters are presented in Methods part. By analyzing the simulation results with the shape descriptor OCB and Voronoi volume V, we show that two-step nucleation process indeed occurs in PE. At quiescent condition, local structure ordered clusters matched with hexagonal symmetry H-OCB forms dynamically first and then the stable orthorhombic nuclei emerges inside the hexagonal clusters, during which local structure order fluctuation plays primary role in assisting nucleation. H-OCB clusters does not lead to density fluctuation but does reduce structure entropy (S2), which can provide a practical measure of disorder in the system. For completely disordered systems (i.e., the ideal gas) S2 equals to 0, which becomes negative for ordered structures (S2 → −∞ for perfect crystal) (29) . To follow the evolution of S2 during the forming and the vanishing process of the H-OCB clusters,
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OCBs at specific time before 7.5 ns are picked out and S2 of these atoms at time range back and forward 100 ps with step of 5 ps are calculated with Equation (1), where g(r)
is the radial distribution of carbon atoms and ρ is the local density of them within 20 Å. ns, the number of clusters keeps at a low value and the size of cluster continuously increases, which is the growth stage as illustrated in Figure 3 (a).
Accompanied with the formation of orthorhombic nuclei, sharp transitions are also observed on density and S2. We calculate averaged S2 and Voronoi volume of the atoms belong to O-OCB structures, as these atoms experienced the two-step nucleation and the growth processes, which are plotted vs time in Figure 3 (b). In step I of nucleation, the Voronoi volume keeps relatively constant while S2 shows slightly decrease. Once the system enters step II, these two parameters show sharp decreases immediately. The evolution of Voronoi volume supports that H-OCB is independent with density in step I, while the formation of orthorhombic nuclei in step II does involve coupling between OCB and density. The two-step nucleation process is also observed at other two lower temperatures. 
Discussions and Conclusion
Based on above analysis on the simulation results with two order parameters, including OCB and density, crystal nucleation of PE is demonstrated to be assisted by the OCB local structure order, which couples between conformational and inter-chain Here we show that this obstacle is circumvented by the OCB local structure order, which promotes the growths of trans segments and hexagonal clusters with low structure entropy S2, although they are still dynamic in nature. After the H-OCB clusters reach certain size, the later orderings may set in and eventually result in crystal order. Another interesting observation is the coalescence of neighboring H-OCB clusters to form stable orthorhombic nuclei. The existences of bond stretch, angle torsion and conformation increases the free energy barrier for both forming and breaking a nuclei at initial stage.
In polymer chain, the connectivity of monomers may indeed prefer to take a collective approach in nucleation and growth, like merging neighboring H-OCB clusters. PE chains with 500 monomers/chain, so there are about 100,000 atoms in the simulation box. Initial structure of amorphous PE is generated by random walk using Materials Studio packages (38) . NPT ensemble is set to control the whole system at pressure of 1 atm. After relaxing 2 ns at 600 K to create PE melt with <R 2 >/<Rg 2 Parameter definition. Shape descriptor, the mathematical fingerprint to identify a local or global structure, has been widely used in diverse systems (colloidal, protein and nanoparticles) (39) . The first step is selecting a reference structure, herein the ideal orthorhombic and hexagonal lattices of PE are built up as reference structures in this work ( Figure 5(a) , left and right sides, respectively). The key step for a shape descriptor is to construct equations to be a converter transforming the multi-dimension structure into a mathematic index or similarity metric, then the residuals between a query and reference ones can help achieving structure retrieval. Equations (2) and (3) these two angles for a reference structure that a given ϕ must correspond several fixed θ due to the trans conformation. Matching will be difficult for a query structure with ideal crystal especially in polymer system in early stage of nucleation if we restrict both of them when constructing a 'convertor', as the connectivity and the flexibility of chain create many kinds of defects. Herein, only considering the characteristic of ϕ or θ may be a better choice, in terms of effective and realistic.
c) Characteristic equations. Eqs. (2) and (3) were constructed to be the 'converter' in this work, whose variables are ϕ and θ, which is convenient to the coordinate transformation. The absolute operation of Ylm makes the rotation invariant in ab plane (as shown in figure 6(a) ), which eliminates the effect of azimuthal angle ϕ. In ) should have been the best way to match a query and reference structure based on the value of Ql if we could know the correspondence of every atom (but we cannot).
Alternatively, we take the average of all the neighboring atoms as Eq. (3) did to create reference mathematic indexes (see Figure 5(b) ). This operation reduces accuracy remarkably but is sufficient for defining local structure order in PE system, which may be partially due to that conformational order is taken as the precondition.
A prediction could be made based on above discussions that slight tilt of neighbor chains will not change a lot of the OCB value as the θ distribution only goes through a small shifts. Indeed as shown by the simulation result (Figure 6 successive trans conformations larger than three is considered to be conformational ordered structures.
Movie 1: Ordered structures
Several ordered structures are shown in the movie 1, which are extracted out with the OCB order parameters. The first three are taken in step I, which supports that the OCB order parameter does work and may be a better way to distinguish the local order structures of PE or systems with connectivity. The clusters possess intra-chain trans conformational order and inter-chain hexagonal symmetry order locally, but without global orders like orientation (chain parallel) or density (see Figure 5 ). The shape descriptor we defined in this work allows to distinguish those local order structures with short trans segments. As shown in movie 1, in these ordered clusters, short trans segments can be tilted to each other, which are largely different from that in ideal hexagonal and orthorhombic crystals but do have a local minimum of structure entropy.
The last two structures are taken in the growth step, which have full crystal order.
Movie 2: Coalescence of hexagonal OCB clusters
In movie 2, nucleation process in a represent region of the system is presented.
An obvious coalescence of neighboring hexagonal OCB clusters to incubate orthorhombic nuclei is observed, which indicates that nucleation of orthorhombic crystals does not follow the standard stepwise growth process as suggested by CNT. In growth stage, crystal grains absorb neighboring hexagonal OCB structures to achieve side expanding and simultaneously grow in chain direction through conformation adjustment, which is similar with the multi-stage model proposed by Strobl (3).
